
CONSTITUTION OF TASK FORCE ON R&D IN IRON & STEEL SECTOR 

 

Ministry of Steel is considering setting up a strong R&D Mission/ Center, 
Virtual or otherwise, to step up innovative research & technology development 
programme in the Indian Steel Sector. Accordingly, a Brainstorming Meeting was 
held on 29th Nov 2013 in Ministry of Steel, under the Chairmanship of Secretary 
(Steel) and attended by Eminent Experts, and representatives from the industry, to 
discuss the R&D Programme for the Iron & Steel Sector and to identify the 
Institutional/ Funding Mechanism.  

In the aforesaid meeting, urgent need was felt to pursue goal oriented 
research in the Iron & Steel sector. To achieve this objective, it was felt necessary to 
identify the national level R&D Programmes and an appropriate Institutional 
Mechanism by networking all existing facilities and also identify the sources of 
funding. It was decided that there seems to be no need of creating any new R&D 
facilities unless there is a gap. With regard to funding of the proposed center, it was 
decided that there may be a Corpus with one time contribution from Government and 
industry, in addition to annual stream of income in the form of a charge per ton of 
steel production.  

In the aforesaid meeting, it was decided to constitute a small Task Force 
consisting of Domain Experts and a few industry representatives to give a concrete 
shape to the proposed national center. It was decided that the Task Force should 
look at all the aspects including the HRD and Design/ Engineering/ Manufacturing, 
and come out with a mature document with a few weeks. Against the above 
background, a Task Force has been constituted and the Office Order may be 
seen at the following pages. The Task Force is required to submit its report by 
Jan 2014.  

In the above connection, comments/ views/ suggestions are invited from the 
industry/ associations/ experts to enable the Task Force to evolve a strong & 
inclusive document. The comments/ views/ suggestions may be sent to Shri. S 
Subbaraj in the following contact address:  

 Shri. S Subbaraj, DGM, [Director (Technical)’s Office], SAIL, Ispat 
Bhawan, Lodhi Road, New Delhi-110003. Tel: 23067105, Fax: 
23067258, Email: saildt1@gmail.com, Mobile: 9968605141 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 


